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1. Chairman’s Message
2016/2017 saw Marketing Edinburgh build upon an
extremely sstrong 2015/2016 to deliver its most
successful set of results to date. This is a tremendous
achievement from the committed team in the business
and their abilities and desire have helped fuel this
performance.
The fact that the private sector now delivers more than
50% of all of Marketing Edinburgh’s revenues vindicates
the commercial and proactive approach the business has
adopted in recent years. This strategy has proven to be
successful and attractive to the market, which is in itself
increasing in competitiveness, and will continue to do so
in the forthcoming years.
The economic impact of Marketing Edinburgh’s activities
continues to impress. Studies indicate a remarkable
return investment of c103:1, c£85M from Business
Tourism and c£8M from Film (note there was no City
Centre Marketing Campaign in 2016/2017).This also
does not include any impact as a result of the Corporate
Partnership campaigns or all of the awareness activity
via edinburgh.org (c120K uniques/mth) and social media
(c300K followers).
All for £900K.

remaining at the heart of this crucially significant
initiative.
Marketing Edinburgh is preparing itself to be in a
position to maximise and take advantage of the
opportunities which both the City Region Deal and the
City Vison will present and work commenced in
2016/2017 to create a new Board for the business. This
revised Board will be leaner, more agile, commercially
focussed and meet more frequently to achieve the
refocussed ambitions of the business. . The current
Board are to be applauded for their superb efforts and
support in getting Marketing Edinburgh into this
position. Their input has been first class.

It is worth noting that Marketing Edinburgh’s
competitive set both in the UK and continental Europe
receive many multiples of this level of investment, and it
is increasing as opposed to decreasing. In order for
Edinburgh to achieve its full potential this requires to be
The core business units of Marketing Edinburgh, namely
addressed as there is a real danger that the city will fall
Business
Tourism, Membership, Marketing and
further behind its near and far neighbours.
Commercial and Film continue to perform at an
The credibility Marketing Edinburgh now has across the extremely high level. Additional responsibilities were
city, and its key players, has ensured that it is at the top assumed into the business from City of Edinburgh
tables when driving strategic discussions and direction Council (CEC) namely Museums and Galleries marketing
for the city are discussed. This has manifested itself in activity with three staffers joining the team. After initial
Marketing Edinburgh being part of the team at the cultural issues the integration has been smooth and is
Edinburgh and South East Scotland City Region (ESECRD) operating at an efficient level.
negotiations in the Culture and Tourism strand.
Marketing Edinburgh is in great shape to move forward
As part of the Executive Group driving the City Vision with its next iteration with a fresh Board building upon
2050 project Marketing Edinburgh has contributed all the achievements of the previous one, the success of
significantly to what is an extremely important project the team and the ongoing support of our key
for all of the city’s stakeholders, notably its residents. stakeholder and shareholder CEC.
The work surrounding this project continues into
I greatly look forward to the coming fiscal year and the
2017/2018 and Marketing Edinburgh looks forward to
opportunities and challenges which it will bring.
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2. Executive Summary
The 2016/2017 Business Plan was written under an and Edinburgh Strategic Events Forum.
agreed three year plan and Service Level Agreement
Operationally the business is now extremely efficient
secured with the City of Edinburgh Council (CEC) in early
with additional policies having been launched.
2014.
Financially the business is well managed with a revised
In reviewing 2016/2017 performance, Marketing forecasting model having been created, and additional
Edinburgh experienced its most successful year in its financial scrutiny built into ongoing practises.
history with productive results across the board and the
The key business drivers of product, people, profile and
vast majority of KPI’s set out at the start of the year
performance are in place and Marketing Edinburgh’s
achieved and in most cases exceeded.
ambition is to build on this for 2017/2018.
Revenue was at a record level and the proportion of
Naturally the realisation of this Plan can only be
public sector investment fell below 50%, demonstrating achieved with the continuing support of the City of
the increasing presence in and influence of the private Edinburgh Council and multiple other stakeholders who
sector to Marketing Edinburgh’s business. Expenditure have and will continue to support Marketing Edinburgh
was managed extremely well. As a result a further in its efforts.
positive out turn was achieved for the financial year.
Significant investment across the business saw a new
CRM and Accommodation Booking system being
implemented in Q1 2017 with staff training completed
on schedule prior to the year end. A rolling upgrade in IT
hardware was undertaken with multiple replacement
PC’s being purchased. This necessary investment ensures
that Marketing Edinburgh’s systems are now fit for
purpose and the results of the efficiencies will be
experienced in 2017/2018 and beyond.
Marketing Edinburgh used the opportunity to appoint at
a more experienced level when circumstance arose and
thought appropriate throughout the year, most notably
in Marketing and Commercial with two positions being
filled with more experienced candidates. This policy
proved to be successful, especially in the commercial
programme. Again, the longer term benefits of this
approach will be experienced going forward.
The business further strengthened its position as the
City’s agency by assuming the marketing for the City’s
Museums and Galleries, and taking initially two, and
latterly, three, City of Edinburgh Council colleagues into
the business. The integration is now good and it is
anticipated that additional opportunities will be
presented in 2017/2018.
The profile of Marketing Edinburgh continues to grow
and it is now firmly established and respected across the
city, contributing at several forums including the City
Vision, Festivals Forum, Strategic Implementation Group
6
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3. Context
At this stage it is worth recognising, that Marketing
Edinburgh’s budget is significantly lower than its
competitive set both in the UK and in Europe.

Marketing Edinburgh as referenced in the Executive
Summary is performing extremely well in its role as the
city’s promotional agency when judged against the
relatively limited funding at its disposal. This is further
highlighted in the coming sections, as well as the
financials which surround the business performance.

This is illustrated in table 1 below, where Marketing
Edinburgh’s budget from public sector has been eroded
considerably over the last few years, and where the UK
competition are increasing their support to equivalent
organisations

Table 1: Destination Marketing Organisations Public Funding

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Marketing Edinburgh

£1.3M

£1.1M

£1M

£0.98M

£0.91M

£0.91M

Glasgow City Marketing Bureau

£4.5M

£5M

£5M

£12M

£6M

£7.1M

£6.8M

£4.8M

£5.3M

£6.2M

£7.3M

Birmingham

£4.7M

£8.9M

£10.6M

Belfast

£1.7M

£2.6M

£5.1M

£1M

£2.5M

Manchester

Aberdeen
Source : Various, including Companies House; European Cities Marketing, Annual Survey 2016
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3. Context
As the gateway to Scotland, Marketing Edinburgh is also
acutely aware that if the city fails to maintain its
competiveness and promote itself effectively, Scotland
as a whole will also suffer. Recent research has indicated
that Edinburgh is falling behind other European cities in
terms of visitor bed nights and most of these cities have
a larger base than Edinburgh (see table 2).
It is also the case that the respective Destination
Management Organisations (DMO’s) in Europe, also
have larger budgets than Edinburgh. Of the 45 cities
who took part in a 2016 European Cities Marketing
Survey regarding funding, only 7 had a lower budget
than Edinburgh: Belgrade; Bratislava; Dijon; Genova;
Opatija; Tallin; and Villnius (see table 3). There is a
direct relationship between marketing spend and
results, and bed nights growth is only one indicator.
If Edinburgh is successful the country will share in
this success.
More than 60% of all international visitors stay in
Edinburgh and move elsewhere throughout the
country, during their visit. Scotland’s capital city
makes a major and disproportionally large
contribution towards the Scottish Government’s
economic strategy, the Cities Strategy and the
National Tourism Strategy.

Marketing Edinburgh, as part of the City Region Deal
negotiations, detailed the impact of a nominal £5M
budget in terms of areas of spend and the potential
resultant return on investment. This work indicated a
return of c 30:1 across leisure and business tourism,
economic impact of events and film and the strength
of a coordinated city brand. This work was
undertaken with and in full knowledge of the
Edinburgh 2020 Strategy.
In summary, whilst performing well with ever
increasingly less funds available, Marketing Edinburgh
believes that to achieve the city’s and country’s
ambitions, further additional investment has to be
acquired. These funds can be accessed via a number
of sources: City Region Deal; a form of levy; a return
of a % of non domestic rates from Government; a
return of a % of VAT on accommodation providers
from Government; direct subvention from
VisitScotland; or strategic investment directly by the
Scottish Government.
If such additional investment is not forthcoming,
then not only will Edinburgh not achieve its ambition
and realise its potential impact, there is a real danger
that the city will fall further behind its near and far
neighbours across key metrics and reputation.

This has not been recognised in investment in
promoting the city, and Edinburgh is often taken for
granted.
Table 2: Bed Night Growth 2010 /2014

Table 3: Selected European Cities Public Funding

City
Vienna
Amsterdam
Birmingham
Manchester
Glasgow
Stockholm
Helsinki
Prague
Copenhagen
Edinburgh
Florence

Source: European Cities Marketing Madrid 2016

Annual Income for
Marketing
(£ millions)
21.4
19
10.6
7.3
7.1
6
5.7
3.8
3
0.9
0.38

Growth Rate
Bed nights
Per Year
5%
7%
10.2%
4.7%
4.3%
4%
9%
5%
8%
3.0%
3%

Source: European Cities Marketing Annual Survey 2016
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4. Business Tourism
Context
Business Tourism is vital to the economy of the city
delivering significant financial benefits and economic
impact. It also positions the City positively in key
industry sectors, brings global expertise into the
community and provides a platform for future
investment.

levels of subvention being offered.
The British Meetings and Events Industry Survey 2016
states that the request for cash incentives has risen from
7% to 31% year on year.

Finally, terrorist activities in competitor cities in
particular Paris, Brussels and Istanbul has resulted in
The goal of Convention Edinburgh (CE) remains one of
very strong “once in a lifetime” deals for conference
positioning Edinburgh as a world renowned, dynamic
organisers from these cities.
conference and events destination and by doing so
contributing to the economic development of the city. In particular accommodation rates are much lower than
Of growing importance over the last two years is CE would be normally quoted - lost business includes the
playing a wider part in helping to shape conferences and International Communication Association Conference for
build relevant connections for our clients. This is 2022, 2,500 delegates x 7 days, £7.6M.
particularly true in emerging areas such as legacy
development. There is a growing ambition with Convention Accommodation Booking Service (CABS)
association meeting organisers to leave a lasting legacy
within a host city, creating wider benefits that can In contrast Convention Accommodation Booking Service
continue to grow and outlive their event. As the conduit (CABS) has performed well in 2016/2017 and is on target
between local businesses, charities, academia and to achieve £136K in commissions against a target of
government, CE is ideally placed to work with the client £120K. This is against a backdrop of the continuing
to help develop their legacy ambitions and bring about competition of the third party websites and the industry
disrupters such as Airbnb. The success is due to the mix
positive change.
of conferences that have taken place in 2016/2017 –
Key Activities for 2016/2017
more traditional delegates who book through
allocations; securing and handling the VIP’s, staff and
Economic Impact
Committee accommodation; working closely with the
Over the last 4 years CE has delivered an increase of 10% conference organiser to ensure the booking link is
in economic impact achieving its highest value in promoted to registering delegates and promoting the
2015/2016 of £94.3M. 2016/2017 has however been CABS service via our social media channels. Delegate
fraught with challenges that have resulted in an under numbers for conferences have held up this year with
achievement of target – c£80M* achieved vs a target of many achieving more delegates than the organisers
£97M.There are three distinct reasons for this.
anticipated.
Firstly, the Brexit vote has taken its toll by creating an *
Estimated figure—accurate figure will be included
uncertainty in the marketplace that has resulted in
when full year figures available.
clients deferring decisions, and/or deferring coming to
the UK until there is more clarity. Examples of lost
conferences include the International Vacuum
Conference, 2022, 2,200 delegates x 5 days, £5M and
the European Conference on Composite Materials 2020,
1500 delegates x 5 days, £3M. The client received a
“hostile” reception to the bid coming to the UK.
More recently the talk surrounding a second
independence referendum is likely to be a key feature
for business in 2017 onwards.
Secondly, the National Bid Fund closed to applications in
2016 shutting off the access to matched subvention
funding for conferences. CE operates a very small fund
for subvention but it is not sufficient to compete with
competitor UK and European cities. Several events lost
in 2016 were due to stronger financial incentives being
offered elsewhere. An example is Options for the
Control of Influenza 2019, 1500 delegates over 4 days,
£3M. UK destinations were not shortlisted due to lower
11

4. Business Tourism cont’d
Increasing efficiencies and productivity as a result of the Industry Focus
new CRM systems
Edinburgh Hotels Association (EHA)
The new CRM system went live in January 2017. The CRM
Into the third year of this successful partnership the
is the key tool in our business recording all our activities
focus remains on North America and Europe and
with clients and bookings. The new system is more
bringing qualified buyers to the city through site visits,
streamlined saving staff many hours inputting and
familiarisation trips and additional sales trips to meet
extracting data. Working on the long term as we do
with buyers.
timing is crucial - the new system means we can be far
more targeted in our approach to clients and enables us Edinburgh Ambassador Programme (EAP)
to communicate more effectively with them.
EAP continues to deliver for CE and celebrated its 20th
anniversary in 2016. Over the 20 years the programme
has delivered £900 million for the local economy,
Due to the resignation of 2 members of the team through
bringing 528,605 delegates to 1,348 events in the city.
retirement there is an opportunity to restructure the
department. CABS is essentially a service provider which Research
delivers valuable revenue into the company and with all For the first time in 2016 we took the decision to not
department costs considered it is a profitable attend one of the 4 trade shows that we traditionally
department.
have attended as it was not delivering a strong ROI.
Restructure of the CABS Team

Overcome the challenges of lack of subvention funding
Working alongside the Sales and Marketing Director at
the EICC, a City Business Tourism Group to explore
“packages” which can be offered to conference
organisers which overcome the lack of funding that
through in kind support has been established.
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Funds were diverted to an external research project,
employing an external company to find leads for
European association conferences. We chose European
events as we wanted to assure our European clients that
Edinburgh (and the UK) is very much open for business
despite Brexit. The result of this project has been 24
new leads valued at £32M – a far higher return than
attending that particular trade show.

5. Membership
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5. Membership
Context
The membership department of Marketing Edinburgh
manages the successful delivery of the rights and
benefits of 260 diverse businesses with 303 different
outlets from hotels to venues, from bars to restaurants.
In 2016/2017 the membership department managed an
income stream to the value of £332K. It delivers nine
training events, three B2B events annually, and coordinates in the region of 30-40 client site inspections
annually with potential economic benefit of £45M.
It further has a larger role in the development of
commercial income for Marketing Edinburgh as a whole.
The membership department over the period of the
previous three Business Plans sought to improve
member numbers, commercial income and customer
satisfaction. When making comparison to the first year
of Marketing Edinburgh its performance is currently
showing a 43% increase in fee income, 44% increase in
event income and a 550% up on digital/print advertising
income. Member numbers however have only seen a
net gain of 27 (12%) which is attributable to the year on
year attrition.
Member Retention and Growth

new features of the CRM system so that many more of
the activities and opportunities that Marketing
Edinburgh carry out on behalf of members are recorded.
Social media, verbal referrals, adhoc promotional
opportunities, in-kind support given, inclusion within PR/
blogs and press trips are being recorded by all
departments on a member record thereby giving a
member a wider picture of the benefits received.
Growing the member numbers was achieved by
generating a new lead source from Edinburgh.org where
the new member pages will sit. The level of traffic to the
site is anticipated to give a better level of lead
development than marketingedinburgh.org.
The
business tool Lead Forensics, is applied to this section of
the website and will track the companies visiting this
page for business development purposes.
Account Manage Edinburgh Rewards Members
A quarterly call plan for all Edinburgh Rewards members,
who currently have the lowest retention rate has been
formalised. This will ensure that they take advantage of
provide us a regular opportunity to drive additional
commercial income through the sale of advertising and
other commercial opportunities.

Member numbers are 265. Whilst this figure shows only
a net gain on the previous year of 3 members, CE
sustained a level of attrition that it required to recruit 55
new members to sustain member numbers in the
financial year 2016/2017.

In 2016, £10,000 of additional commercial income was
raised in ad sales from this group of members. There is
still room for growth with opportunities provided by
upgrading website entry on meetingedinburgh.com,
advertising on the Rewards map, placing paid for adverts
A key factor in attrition is lack of evidence of return on on Edinburgh.org.
investment and therefore a key action was to adopt the
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5. Membership cont’d
Build on and create additional Commercial Activities
The membership team activities grow the income from
the current members by the introduction of a call plan
structure. With this in place building on the success of
current commercial activities such as website upgrades,
map advertising and the accommodation links can be
facilitated however a moderate increase of income is
expected as the price point on the opportunities is not
high.

Advertising only listings on meeting Edinburgh will be
promoted by the team to non members. Organisations
in the corporate hospitality arena will be the first sector
to research and develop for paid for advertising. Again,
moderate income levels are expected. Advertising rates
will be set around the £250+vat price point for yearround opportunity to place adverts in a Corporate
Hospitality tab on the meetingedinburgh.com website.

15
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6. Marketing & Commercial
Commercial

Marketing Edinburgh will create a series of campaigns at
the start of 2017/2018 that it wishes to deliver during the
Context
year. This will include identifying likely Partners, budget,
KPIs and outcomes for each campaign, before taking it to
2016/2017 ended with very positive commercial results - Partners to secure their involvement and investment.
over £470K in Corporate Partnership revenue achieved
with five new strategic Partnerships, plus over £40K in Digital Revenue
digital advertising revenue and £27K in Partnership
revenue, both of which go directly into the business to be A healthy level of revenue was generated from the new
spent on future city campaigns. The most positive sign to digital advertising programme in 2016/2017, albeit below
emanate from 2016/2017 activities is the growing target by c30%. The prospecting to advertising agencies
appetite for greater collaboration among Corporate through a third party agency failed to deliver revenue
Partners, who recognise the value and benefits that this anywhere near target, as did the affiliate programme. As
brings. This enables Marketing Edinburgh to be much such a revised model is created for 2017/2018.
more strategic in the promotion of the city.
Marketing Edinburgh will continue to sell directly to its
Key Activities for 2016/2017
own members as well as to private advertisers, both of
which have contributed 10% and 80% of the total
Campaigns
revenue respectively. Removing the agency from the
arrangement means that Marketing Edinburgh can also
2016/2017 also saw much closer links between begin to foster its own relationship with advertising
Marketing Edinburgh’s Commercial and Marketing output agencies.
- with almost 100% of campaigns enabled by using
Partner’s money and support.
Marketing Edinburgh is currently agreeing terms with a
sales agency that will provide a direct selling service, who
Seasonality will remain a focus, in line with the 2020 will work on a commission-only model, at an anticipated
Tourism Strategy, with particular attention to shoulder cost of 25% from gross sale value.
months: Jan-Mar, and Sep-Nov.
Affiliate marketing has generated a negligible amount of
International Students remain a focus, with Malaysia, revenue and will therefore no longer form part of
Thailand and Saudi Arabia being key markets, in addition targeted digital revenue. However an affiliate link with
to North America and the rest of the UK in future Skyscanner will remain on the site. As an alternative a
activities. Emerging markets of China and India will be a new hotel booking section has been created within
focus, through the China Ready programme, for both edinburgh.org where hotel members will be able to pay
visitors and students.
for access at a reasonable flat rate.
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6. Marketing & Commercial cont’d
Marketing

Marketing Team

Context

Marketing Edinburgh has developed a strong marketing
team over the past two years with a focus on upskilling
through 2016/2017 with two new team members joining
and bringing a high degree of combined experience in
project management, international campaigns, copy
writing, content planning and digital skills.

Corporate Partnerships have become the key delivery
mechanism for city campaigns. This not only provides
campaigns where city budgets won’t otherwise allow,
but also provides greater buy-in to city campaigns as
Partners have both a financial and an emotional
investment in campaigns. It is a positive step forward in
creating a city marketing strategy that is owned by all
the constituent parts, and presents a more united front
to audiences and Partners from outside of the city.
Marketing Edinburgh embraces the growing importance
of the sharing economy and shift its focus, through its
channels, to being the enabler of campaigns and
promotions.
Key Activities for 2016/2017
Multiple Marketing Campaigns











Brand building and awareness - greater awareness
of the This is Edinburgh consumer facing brand
and as ‘The Official Guide to Edinburgh' among
target audiences
Channels - embrace the principles of the sharing
economy and become more peer-to-peer as
opposed to top-down information delivery. Make
it about the people and their stories
Greater use of User Generated Content
Develop a close strategic relationship with ETAG
and VisitScotland to drive better campaign
development
Develop the Partnership with the Universities and
use as a case study to drive investment from other
sectors
Work more closely with City of Edinburgh Council
on the Live, Work, Study, Visit and Invest
strategies - through campaigns such as City Vision
2050 to enable greater collaboration to benefit
employment and talent acquisition particularly
within the education, financial services and
technology sectors

Edinburgh channels will provide additionality by
promoting more content that extols the benefits of
visiting (and travelling to) in the outlying areas of
Edinburgh.
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6. Marketing & Commercial cont’d
PR/Media Approach

Digital Platform Development

Focusing on the above markets and audiences, the PR
strategy is to develop the profile of Marketing
Edinburgh, as a key influencer in city marketing and
investment, in order to build the business’ presence
and profile among Partners and audiences - using
clever media engagement and making fresh material
available.

The This is Edinburgh digital platform has been further
developed with a particular focus on User Generated
Content and engagement levels. The edinburgh.org
content plan provides for increased quality content,
greater eNews development and social media
engagement.
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7.Film
Context
Film Edinburgh’s role within Marketing Edinburgh is to
promote and develop Edinburgh as a filming destination,
attracting and facilitating film and TV productions.
Whether high-value dramas or low-impact factual or
promotional shoots, filming promotes the city
throughout the UK and around the world, with 40% of
visitors to the UK attracted to places they have seen on
the screen. T2 Trainspotting had the most successful
opening weekend of any 18-rated film and continues to
showcase Edinburgh around the world. Film Edinburgh
acts as a catalyst and a facilitator, driving economic
activity for the city and helping to showcase the
Edinburgh city region as an inspirational destination.

Locations: grow our Locations Library by at least 70 new
locations aided by bi-annual articles in ESPC and other
media coverage which generates an interest in location
filming with property owners, and update records for
established locations
Skills base: work with BECTU, Creative Scotland and HE/
FE establishments to develop new talent, maintain our
online production guide demonstrating Edinburgh’s skills
base to incoming productions, and forge closer
relationships between Edinburgh’s crew & service base
through networking events.
Raising profile

Filming in the city region in 2016 generated a record
£7.7M economic impact. Film Edinburgh dealt with 543
film and TV programmes, a 9% increase on 2015, of
which 321 were made over the course of the year, each
requiring support throughout the preparation and
production period.

Film Edinburgh builtd relationships with local media and
create media content wherever possible, keeping in
mind the expectation of confidentiality regarding
forthcoming productions.

We presented filming opportunities to business and
Key Activities for 2016/2017
residential owners at workshops in Edinburgh, East
Lothian and the Scottish Borders, aided by our showreel
which should be updated, resource permitting.

To remain the primary contact for filmmakers Furthermore, we worked with VisitScotland and our
considering filming in the Edinburgh city region partners on joint marketing activity that raises profile,
through excellence service
including movie maps and film-related press trips and

To raise the profile of Film Edinburgh in the city media.
region through media and marketing activity

To develop Edinburgh city region’s reputation as a
film friendly destination through benchmarking,
regular meetings with council officers and elected
members and lobbying for improvements to
filming policy

To extend our reach through Film Membership to
include partnerships with film service businesses
in West Lothian and Midlothian that add to the
city region offer

To attract film & TV production showcasing the
city to the UK and the world
Our strategy to achieve these are as follows.
Excellence of Service
Service to filmmakers: retain our 24-hr guaranteed
response, accurate and wide-ranging information,
solution-focused responses to filmmakers
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7.Film cont’d

Film-Friendly Destination
Film Edinburgh works with the City of Edinburgh Council
(CEC) to improve the film-friendly response across all
departments and will continue regular meetings with
Council officers and service managers who are called
upon to facilitate large-scale filming.

us to promote locations, crew and services in these
counties and to work with the local authorities on filmfriendly policies.

Film Membership

By following the above strategies, Film Edinburgh has
increased the economic impact from filming in the
region by attracting high-value drama and commercials
productions to film and base in the region, in addition to
low impact productions (factual, corporate, light
entertainment).

We will register three private sector members in West
Lothian and Midlothian whose services enhance the film
-friendly reputation of the city region. These will be in
addition to the existing partnerships with East Lothian
Council and Scottish Borders Council which allow

Attract production

22
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8. Operations
Context
Operations exists to support the key business functions IT Infrastructure
in ensuring that the environment, facilities and
The first stage of investment in the IT infrastructure was
processes are fit for purpose, ensuring the smooth
rolled out in December 2016 with a vastly more
delivery of the business.
responsive system. This has resulted in reduced costs in
This philosophy allows the functions to focus entirely on respect of our IT provider, with further savings to be
the delivery of their objectives.
made as more servers are removed when the CRM and
CABS system are fully operational.
During 2016/2017 further processes were developed
and refined to ensure a more efficient support Auto enrolment
operation.
Marketing Edinburgh has met all its obligations for autoKey Activities for 2016/2017
enrolment to date. However, we realise legislation
requires organisations to update the mandatory changes
CRM
regularly, so this will continue to be a focus for
The thorough process to source a more suitable CRM Operations.
and Accommodation Booking System for the company is
Audit
now complete and the systems are now in the early
stages of operation.
Once again, another clean audit was completed by
Chiene + Tait who acknowledged that the minor
Initial thoughts are that the capabilities of the systems
recommendations from 2014/2015 had been adopted
exceed expectations and the additional capacities will
and were proving effective in the accounting process.
greatly enhance and simplify the overall functioning and
reporting capacities of the company.
Board
Board reporting had been simplified and a more efficient
process for collating information and circulating to
Board Members has been created.
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9. KPI Summary
2016/2017 Key Ratios
The aim of the ratio analysis is to ensure certain interdependencies exist to ensure that City of Edinburgh
Councils’ (CEC’s) investment levels are at a proportionate level relative to private sector investment; operational
costs are managed effectively; and there is as large a pool as possible to conduct promotional campaigns.
Based on the current projection the following ratios will be managed going forward.
Key ratios

2016/2017
Target

CEC Funding / Overall Income

48%

Achieved

Staff Costs / Overall Income

39%

Achieved

Operational Costs / Overall Income

10%

Achieved

Activities / Overall Costs

48%

Achieved

2016/2017 KPI’s
A number of KPI’s are monitored and are used to measure the organisation’s performance, including:
Business Tourism economic impact from industry recognised sources
Revenue contribution and in kind benefits achieved from other partnerships to compliment CEC core funding
Membership retention levels
Digital footprint
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9. KPI Summary cont’d
KPI Summary
KPI's

2016/2017
Plan

2016/2017
Achieved

95%
275
£325K

95%
265
£332K

3
£400K
£40K
90%

5
£470K
£27K
100%

£97M
£120K
50

TBC
£136K
55

500
60%
55

543
65%
65

N/A

£7.7m

1.5M
250K
550M

1.72M
339K
721.5M

£65K

£40K

Manage
reduction

Manage
reduction

Membership
Retention levels
Membership (net)
Revenue
Partnership
New partners signed
Partner revenue
Partnership fee
Partner Retention
Business Tourism
Economic impact
Accommodation Commissions
Recruit New Ambassadors (net)
Film
Enquiries
Conversion rate
Locations
Economic impact
Marketing
Website traffic (homepage unique views)
Social media (total audience)
PR coverage (OTS)
Digital Revenue
Digital revenue
Account Management
CEC SLA

RAG Status

Green
Amber
Red

Achieved/
Exceeded
Acceptable
Not
achieved
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Appendix —Detailed Ratios

Key Ratio
2011/2012
Income
CEC Grant
Private Income
Total Income
Costs
Staff Costs
Operations costs
Activities
Total Costs
Ratio
Private vs Public Income
Staff Costs vs Income
Staff Costs vs CEC Grant
Operations Costs vs Income
Operations Costs vs CEC
Grant
Activities vs Income
Activities vs CEC Grant

2012/2013

2013/2014

2014/2015

2015/2016

2016/2017

1225590
724652
1950242

1225591
798850
2024441

1007000
642135
1649135

976790
966462
1943252

916760
854519
1771279

918386
1016015
1934401

862249
218790
466483
1547522

834600
278983
830895
1944478

749999
284815
634484
1669298

697131
248623
1008840
1954594

721583
192391
873383
1787357

756471
189522
872934
1818927

37%
44%
70%
11%

39%
41%
68%
14%

39%
45%
74%
17%

50%
36%
71%
13%

48%
41%
79%
11%

53%
39%
82%
10%

18%
24%
38%

23%
41%
68%

28%
38%
63%

25%
52%
103%

21%
49%
95%

21%
45%
95%

Ratio
120%

Activities vs CEC Grant

100%

Staff costs vs CEC Grant
80%
Public vs Private Income
60%
Activities vs Income

40%
Staff Costs vs Income
20%
Operations Costs vs CEC
Grant

0%

Operations Costs vs Income
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Appendix A—Detailed Ratios Cont’d
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Appendix A—Detailed Ratios cont’d
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